Introduction {#s1}
============

Applying the neuropsychiatric inventory (NPI), [@B87] found that 88% of patients with Alzheimer's disease (AD) had neuropsychiatric symptoms, of which apathy was the most frequent, reported to occur in 27% to 72% of patients ([@B25]; [@B11]; [@B77]; [@B78]; [@B80]). Apathy has been defined as the absence or lack of feeling, emotion, interest, concern, or motivation not attributable to a decreased level of consciousness, cognitive impairment, or emotional distress ([@B82]). [@B132] proposed the following core features of apathy: diminished motivation, diminished initiative and interest, and blunting of emotions. Recently, proposed diagnostic criteria ([@B116]) define "apathy" as a quantitative reduction of goal-directed activity that persists for at least 4 weeks, affects at least two of the three apathy dimensions (behavior/cognition, emotion, social interaction), is not fully explained by effects of a substance or major changes in the patient's environment, and is accompanied by identifiable functional impairments ([@B93]). In patients with apathy, the capacity of the frontal cortex to select, initiate, maintain, and shift programs of action is undermined ([@B73]). In dementia, [@B79] proposed that apathy is an aspect of executive dysfunction syndrome and is probably caused by damage to frontal--subcortical brain circuits. Indeed, apathy is correlated with neuronal loss, higher tangle counts, white matter hyperintensities, and hypoperfusion in regions involved in frontal--subcortical networks ([@B138]; [@B72]). Apathy frequently complicates the course and management of dementia and is prevalent in patients even with milder forms of cognitive impairment in clinic- ([@B36]) and community-based ([@B78]; [@B23]) samples. [@B100] proposed that apathy is an early sign of cognitive decline. Consequently, apathy has been associated with reduced daily functioning, functional disability, self-neglect, behaviors evoking embarrassment, caregiver distress, and poor outcome ([@B71]; [@B108]). Within this context, early diagnosis and effective treatment of apathetic patients with AD are of great importance. Although apathy is a prevalent neuropsychiatric syndrome, no specific treatment for apathy in AD has been approved. Clinical apathy implying motor, cognitive, affective, and behavioral symptoms suggests a benefit may systematically arise from different or close related or broad treatment classes and interestingly when combinations among them are tested.

Methods {#s2}
=======

Inclusion and exclusion criteria: We searched for studies on pharmacological treatment of apathy in AD. We unrestrictedly included group studies, with patients diagnosed with AD using clinical criteria and structured tools treated with pharmacological agents in controlled and uncontrolled designs and an outcome measure on apathy is reported. Other neuropsychiatric manifestations and concomitant psychoactive medications were allowed. Other neurological conditions and dementias other than AD, drug abuse, and severe systematic or malignant conditions were exclusion criteria. Relevant reviews were also considered for inclusion. Reports on single cases were excluded.

Search strategy and study selection: The most current search was conducted on March 31, 2019. Building upon our previous review ([@B140]) we adopted the same search method in order to identify pharmacological studies relevant to the treatment of apathy in AD, from an extensive electronic search from the databases included in the National Library of Medicine for "apathy and dementia," as well as PsychInfo and Google Scholar. Further articles for inclusion were identified by searching the references of retrieved articles and by checking the Cochrane library. The following search terms were also used: apathy, abulia, amotivation, or passivity, dementia, Alzheimer\* disease, treatment, management, pharmacological, drug, donepezil, galantamine, rivastigmine, memantine, atypical antipsychotic, risperidone, olanzapine, amisulpride, antidepressants, conventional antipsychotics, stimulant, psychostimulant, methylphenidate, modafinil, anticonvulsants, and antiparkinsonic drugs. Articles that involved patients with dementia other than AD or that did not report a specific outcome measure of apathy were excluded. Three authors have gone through all the abstracts; when there was disagreement between the three authors, the issue was resolved by a consensus meeting with the last author. For pharmacological treatment of apathy, there were no limitations regarding study design, and thus, the review included meta-analyses, randomized controlled trials (RCTs), and open-label studies. All selected articles were read in full, and their level of evidence and outcome were assessed by all the authors. All care settings were considered for inclusion. We did not search for unpublished studies. The studies retained for inclusion were classified by their level of evidence following the system of the [@B86]. Grades of recommendation were also scored with this classification ([**Table 1**](#T1){ref-type="table"}). All RCTs were further evaluated with the use of the PEDro rating scale ([@B81]). It comprises 11 items as follows: participant eligibility criteria and source specified, random allocation of participants to interventions, allocation concealed, intervention groups similar at baseline regarding key outcome measures and important prognostic indicators, blinded subjects, blinded therapists who administered the intervention, blinded assessors who measured at least 1 key outcome, dropouts (attrition bias), intention to treat analysis, reported between group statistical comparisons, and reported measures of variability. Each item was evaluated (items 2--11) and added to give a total score. Trials were then qualitatively described according to PEDro scores as follows: a score of 7 or greater was "high" quality, a score of 5 or 6 was "moderate" quality, and a score of 4 or less was "poor" quality ([@B56]).

###### 

Levels of evidence and grades of recommendation of OCEBM^a^.

  Level Explanation
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Levels of evidence
  1\. One or more RCTs (or systematic review of trials) of sufficient size to ensure a low risk of false-positive or false-negative results (narrow confidence interval).
  2\. Good quality cohort studies or low-quality RCT (eg, too small, \<80% follow-up).
  3\. Case--control studies, including systematic reviews of case--control studies.
  4\. Case series and poor quality cohort and case--control studies.
  5\. Expert opinion without explicit critical appraisal or based on physiology, bench research, or ''first principles.''
  Grades/strengths of recommendations
  A. Consistent level 1 studies.
  B. Consistent level 2 or 3 studies or extrapolations from level 1 studies.
  C. Level 4 studies or extrapolations from level 2 or 3 studies.
  D. Level 5 evidence or troublingly inconsistent or inconclusive studies of any label.

OCEBM, Oxford Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine; RCTs, randomized controlled trials.

Summarized from [@B86].

Results---Review of Pharmacological Treatments {#s3}
==============================================

A search using the keywords "apathy" and "dementia" yielded 1,607 results ([**Figure 1**](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). When AD was chosen instead of dementia, results were limited to 877. The combination of keywords "apathy" AND "Alzheimer\* disease" AND "treatment" yielded 420 results; of apathy AND Alzheimer\* disease AND "pharmacological treatment" 166 results. In the final review, 60 pharmacological studies, 4 pooled data analyses on donepezil (N = 490), galantamine (N = 2033), mematine (N = 2311), and metrifonate (N = 672), respectively, and two meta-analyses (N = 6384 and N = 4867, respectively) were considered. The majority of the studies were of high quality according to PEDro scores and relatively high level of OCEBM evidence ([**Table 3**](#T3){ref-type="table"}). However, effect sizes were small and multiple heterogeneity exists. Description of the results is following (see also [**Table 1**](#T1){ref-type="table"}).

![PRISMA 2009 flow diagram.](fphar-10-01108-g001){#f1}

Donepezil {#s3_1}
---------

Sixteen studies (seven RCTs and nine open-label studies) were found to assess the efficacy of donepezil in the treatment of apathy in AD ([**Tables 2**](#T2){ref-type="table"} and [**3**](#T3){ref-type="table"}). Apathy was assessed in 12 studies using the NPI, in one with the Top Symptoms (TOPS) checklist and the NPI, in one with consortium to establish a registry for Alzheimer's disease (CERAD) Behavior Rating Scale for Dementia (BRSD), and in two with the Apathy Evaluation Scale (AES). All studies except two demonstrated at least some benefit in apathy scores after treatment with donepezil.

###### 

Randomized, Placebo-Controlled Trials of Pharmacological agents for apathy in Alzheimer's disease.

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Trial                                               N (ADG/C)                  Intervention                  Treatment duration (weeks)   Apathy scale (primary)                                          Outcome\*                                                                  Comments
  --------------------------------------------------- -------------------------- ----------------------------- ---------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Donepezil**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

  [@B135]                                             208 (103/105)              Donepezil (up to 10 mg/day)   24                           NPI (NPI)                                                       NEGATIVE                                                                   \- Long term care setting. AD with CVD included.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       - Similar rates and severities of AEs except of weight loss, abdominal pain, nausea, tremor, peripheral edema, myasthenia, back pain, stupor (twice the frequency in ≥ 5% of the AD group receiving donepezil).

  [@B41] (Donepezil MSAD Study Investigators Group)   290 (144/146)              Donepezil (up to 10 mg/day)   24                           NPI (CIBIC+)                                                    POSITIVE only in the psychoactive-free patient subgroup                    \- sMMSE: 5-18.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       - Differences reported for NPI total scores.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       - Similar overall AEs except diarrhea, headache, arthralgia, vomiting (twice the frequency in ≥ 5% of the AD group receiving donepezil).

  [@B48]                                              290 (144/146)              Donepezil (up to 10 mg/day)   24                           NPI (CIBIC+)                                                    POSITIVE                                                                   \- Sub analysis of [@B41].\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       - Differences reported for NPI total scores.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       - Not significantly preventive in symptom-free patients at baseline.

  [@B42]                                              290 (144/146)              Donepezil (up to 10 mg/day)   24                           NPI (CIBIC+)                                                    POSITIVE                                                                   \- Subgroup analysis of the [@B41] study.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       - sMMSE: 5-12.

  [@B61]                                              96 (41/55)                 Donepezil (10 mg/day)         12                           NPI (NPI)                                                       POSITIVE NPI-total (NEGATIVE in the Observed Case Analysis)                \- 12-week open label followed by a 12-week RCT.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       - Mean MMSE at randomization: 20.8 AD vs 21.1 NC.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       - Safety rates not reported.

  [@B125]                                             153 (96/57)                Donepezil (up to 10 mg/day)   24                           AES (mADAS-cog)                                                 NEGATIVE                                                                   \- Mean MMSE: 24.2.- Similar safety rates between groups.

  [@B26]                                              120                        Donepezil (10 mg/day)         20                           NPI (NPI)                                                       POSITIVE                                                                   \- Post hoc analysis on the Donepezil+ placebo data from a 12-week RCT on Donepezil + Sertraline or Placebo and 8-weeks open label administration.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       - Relatively severe psychopathology (NPI: 30.5) in drug-free patients at baseline.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       - Safety outcomes not reported.

  [@B146](Donepezil Nordic Study Group)               286 (142/144)              Donepezil (up to 10 mg/day)   52 (1 year)                  NPI (Gottfries-Bråne-Steen scale)                               NEGATIVE                                                                   \- MMSE: 10-26\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       - At least one serious adverse event in the Donepezil vs Placebo group: 25 % - 14 %. vertigo, asthenia, syncope (twice the frequency in ≥ 5% of the AD group receiving donepezil)\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       - Relatively high dropout rates

  **Galantamine**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

  [@B136]                                             978 (692/286)              Up to 24 mg/day               20                           NPI (ADAS-cog, CIBIC+)                                          POSITIVE                                                                   -Mean MMSE: 18.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       - Significant effects with 24mg.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       - Similar safety rates between groups.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       - Small dose-related weight loss effect in the galantamine group.

  [@B117]                                             386 (261/125)              Up to 32 mg/day               12                           NPI (ADAS-cog, CIBIC+)                                          NEGATIVE                                                                   \- Mean MMSE: 19.7.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       - At least 13-fold higher discontinuation rates due to AEs in the treatment group. Nausea, dizziness, vomiting, anorexia, somnolence, abdominal pain, agitation occurred in ≥ 5% more often with galantamine than with placebo (serious AEs in 8 % and 6 % respectively).

  [@B40]                                              592 (396/196)              24 mg/day                     24                           NPI (ADAS-cog, CIBIC+)                                          POSITIVE (not enough powered to detect individual NPI items differences)   \- MMSE: 10-25.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       - VaD patients also included (N = 188).\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       - Discontinuation rates due to AEs were 19.7 and 8.2 for patients and controls respectively.

  [@B27]                                              978 (692/286)              Up to 24 mg/day               21                           NPI (NPI)                                                       POSITIVE (NEGATIVE for apathy)                                             \- Data analysis from [@B136].\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       - Relatively low NPI baseline scores.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       - No adjustment for ADAS-cog and CIBIC+ scores for drug-placebo differences as these scales were not the primary outcome measures in this analysis.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       - Significant drug-placebo differences revealed for 16 and 24 mg/day.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       - Significantly less new apathy symptoms in psychopathology\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       -free patients at baseline assigned to galantamine.

  **Memantine**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

  [@B104]                                             60                         Up to 30 mg/day               4                            Sandoz Clinical Assessment-Geriatric scale (SCAG), NOSIE        POSITIVE                                                                   

  [@B147]                                             166\                       10 mg/day                     12                           CGI-C, (Behavioral Rating Scale for Geriatric Patients - BGP)   POSITIVE                                                                   \- Mean MMSE: 6.3.\
                                                      (82/84)\                                                                                                                                                                                                                         - 49 % AD 51 % VaD.\
                                                      151 treated per protocol                                                                                                                                                                                                         - Similar rates of AEs and death reported. In all AEs cases a causal relationship to the trial medication was rated as 'unlikely' by the investigators.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       - Non-specific apathy measure.

  [@B28]                                              404 (201/203)\             20mg/day                      24                           12-item NPI (SIB, modified ADCS-ADL)                            NEGATIVE                                                                   \- Mean MMSE: 10.\
                                                      (200/200)                                                                                                                                                                                                                        - Post-hoc exploratory analysis of a secondary outcome.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       - Concomitant Donepezil.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       - Treatment discontinuation for memantine vs placebo were 15 (7.4 %) vs 25 (12.4 %), respectively. Confusion and headache occurred in ≥ 5, in the memantine group and at least twice as much than in the placebo group.

  **Ginkgo Biloba**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

  [@B124]                                             400                        240mg                         22                           NPI (SKT)                                                       POSITIVE                                                                   \- SKT 9-23 and NPI ≥ 5.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       - Possible AD with CVD and VaD also included.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       - Safe and well tolerated, with lower numbers of adverse events and serious adverse events in the active treatment group vs. placebo group (specifically, headache and dizziness).

  [@B4]                                               404\                       240 mg                        24                           NPI (NPI)                                                       POSITIVE                                                                   \- Mild-to-moderate dementia. NPI ≥ 5 and at least one item ≥ 3. AD with or without CVD, VD also included.
                                                      (202/202)                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

  [@B62]                                              410\                       240 mg                        24                           NPI (NPI)                                                       POSITIVE                                                                   \- Mild-to-moderate dementia. NPI ≥ 5 and at least one item ≥ 3. AD with or without CVD, VD also included. Safe and well tolerated, with a lower number of adverse events in the active treatment group vs. placebo group (specifically, dizziness and tinnitus).
                                                      (206/204)                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

  **Methylphenidate**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

  [@B58]                                              13                         10mg/day                      5                            AES (AES)                                                       POSITIVE                                                                   \- All participants were stabilized on an AChEI for at least 3 months.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       - A significantly greater proportion of patients had ≥ 1 AE with methylphenidate compared with placebo (3 vs 1; χ2 = 4.33, P = 0.038) including delusions, agitation, anger, irritability, and insomnia, which resolved upon drug discontinuation.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       - Dose reduced in one patient due to irregular heartbeat.

  [@B119]                                             60 (29/31)                 20mg/day                      6                            AES/NPI (AES)                                                   NEGATIVE (AES)\                                                            \- Trends toward significance for greater anxiety \[OR = 2.7, 95% CI(0.9, 7.8) P = .07\], weight loss \> 2% \[OR = 3.7, 95%CI(0.9, 19.4) P = .06\] in the methylphenidate-treated group, and more frequent arthralgia \[OR = 0.3, 95%CI(0.1, 0.9; P = 0.03\] in the placebo participants.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                            POSITIVE (total NPI)                                                       - Four methylphenidate participants and two placebo participants discontinued due to hypertension, nervousness, nausea, anxiety, and insomnia, drop in hemoglobin respectively.

  [@B102]                                             60 (30/30)                 9.5mg/day                     12                           AES-C, 3MS, MMSE, CGI-I, CGI-S, (AES-C)                         POSITIVE                                                                   \- Study in males.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       - Treatment effect over time was independent from baseline depression presence, severity as well as from antidepressant medication and AchEIs.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       - Higher systolic blood pressure observed in the methylphenidate group (median increase of 7mmHg, p \< 0.001).

  **Modafinil**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

  [@B45]                                              22 (11/11)                 Up to 200mg/day               8                            Frontal Systems Behavior Scale                                  NEGATIVE                                                                   \- Concomitant stable doses of an AchEI.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       - No safety reports.

  **Citalopram**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

  [@B111]                                             186 (94/92)                Up to 30mg/day                9                            NPI (NBRS-A, mADCS-CGI-C)                                       POSITIVE (total NPI score)                                                 \- Citalopram argued for cognitive dysfunction.
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Displayed are the RCTs reviewed after excluding the overlapping studies. \*Outcome rated for statistically significant results at p \< 0.05 favoring the specific treatment for apathy (positive) or not (negative). Abbreviations: AChEI(s) : acetylcholinesterase inhibitor(s); ADG/C: Active Drug Group/ Controls; IG/C: Intervention Group/Controls; (Primary): Primary Outcome measure for the study; AD: Alzheimer's Disease; VaD: Vascular dementia; AEs: adverse events; CVD: cerebrovascular disease; MMSE: Mini Mental State Examination; SIB: Severe Impairment Battery; ADCS-ADL: AD Cooperative Study-Activites of Daily Living inventory; DAIR: Dementia Apathy Interview and Rating; SKT: Short Cognitive Performance test; mADCS-CGI-C: modified Alzheimer Disease Cooperative Study-Clinical Global Impression of Change inventory; NBRS-A: Neurobehavioral Rating Scale; AES: Apathy Evaluation Scale; 3MS: Modified Mini Mental Examination; CGI-I: Clinical Global Impression scale-Improvement; CGI-S: Clinical Global Impression scale-Severity; AI: Apathy Inventory; MSS: Multi-sensory stimulation; BRS: Behavioral Rating Scale; BMD: Behavior and Mood Disturbance Scale, DCM: Dementia Care Mapping; CIBIC+:Clinician's Interview-Based Impression of Change with caregiver input; SCAG: Sandoz Clinical Assessment-Geriatric Scale; MOSES: Multidimensional Observation Scale for Elderly Subjects; NOSIE: Nurses Observation Scale for Inpatient Evaluation.

###### 

Quality rating for the pharmacological/biological studies reviewed.

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Pharmacological/ Biological therapies   PEDro                     PEDro                  PEDro                       PEDro                      PEDro                        PEDro                                                   PEDro                    PEDro                                                     PEDro                                                                         PEDro                                                                                                                                     PEDro               PEDro          OCEBM
  --------------------------------------- ------------------------- ---------------------- --------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------- -------------- -------
                                          Random group allocation   Allocation concealed   Baseline group similarity   Blinding of all subjects   Blinding of all therapists   Blinding of all assessors of at least one key outcome   Less than 15% dropouts   Intention to treat analysis of at least one key outcome   Between group statistical comparisons reported for at least one key outcome   Point measurements and measurements of variability (range, interquartile range, variance, and SD) provided for at least one key outcome   Total 'yes' Score   Quality rate   OCEBM

  **Donepezil**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

  [@B26] (Donepezil+Sertraline)           Y                         N                      Y                           Y                          Y                            Y                                                       N                        Y                                                         Y                                                                             Y                                                                                                                                         8                   high           A

  [@B41]                                  Y                         Y                      Y                           Y                          Y                            Y                                                       N                        Y                                                         Y                                                                             Y                                                                                                                                         9                   high           A

  [@B135]                                 Y                         Y                      Y                           Y                          Y                            Y                                                       N                        Y                                                         Y                                                                             Y                                                                                                                                         9                   high           A

  [@B61]                                  Y                         Y                      Y                           Y                          Y                            Y                                                       N                        Y                                                         Y                                                                             Y                                                                                                                                         9                   high           A

  [@B125]                                 Y                         N                      N                           Y                          Y                            Y                                                       N                        Y                                                         N                                                                             N                                                                                                                                         5                   moderate       A

  [@B48]                                  Y                         Y                      Y                           Y                          Y                            Y                                                       N                        Y                                                         Y                                                                             Y                                                                                                                                         9                   high           A

  [@B42]                                  Y                         Y                      Y                           Y                          Y                            Y                                                       N                        Y                                                         Y                                                                             Y                                                                                                                                         9                   high           A

  [@B146]                                 Y                         N                      Y                           Y                          Y                            Y                                                       N                        Y                                                         N                                                                             N                                                                                                                                         6                   moderate       B

  [@B114]\                                Y                         Y                      Y                           Y                          Y                            Y                                                       N                        N                                                         Y                                                                             Y                                                                                                                                         8                   high           B
  (Donepezil+choline alphoscerate)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

  **Galantamine**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

  [@B136]                                 Y                         Y                      Y                           Y                          Y                            Y                                                       N                        Y                                                         Y                                                                             Y                                                                                                                                         9                   high           A

  [@B117]                                 Y                         Y                      Y                           Y                          Y                            Y                                                       N                        Y                                                         Y                                                                             Y                                                                                                                                         9                   high           A

  [@B40]                                  Y                         Y                      Y                           Y                          Y                            Y                                                       N                        Y                                                         Y                                                                             Y                                                                                                                                         9                   high           A

  [@B27]                                  Y                         Y                      Y                           Y                          Y                            Y                                                       N                        Y                                                         Y                                                                             Y                                                                                                                                         9                   high           A

  **Memantine**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

  [@B147]                                 Y                         N                      Y                           Y                          Y                            Y                                                       Y                        Y                                                         Y                                                                             Y                                                                                                                                         9                   high           A

  [@B28]                                  Y                         Y                      Y                           Y                          Y                            Y                                                       N                        Y                                                         Y                                                                             Y                                                                                                                                         9                   high           A

  [@B150]\                                Y                         N                      Y                           Y                          N                            N                                                       Y                        N                                                         Y                                                                             Y                                                                                                                                         6                   moderate       B
  (Memantine+Citalopram)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  **Methylphenidate**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

  [@B58]                                  Y                         N                      N                           Y                          Y                            Y                                                       N                        N                                                         Y                                                                             Y                                                                                                                                         6                   moderate       A

  [@B119]                                 Y                         Y                      Y                           Y                          Y                            Y                                                       Y                        Y                                                         Y                                                                             Y                                                                                                                                         10                  high           A

  [@B102]                                 Y                         Y                      Y\*                         Y                          Y                            Y                                                       Y                        Y                                                         Y                                                                             Y                                                                                                                                         10                  high           A

  **Modafinil**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

  [@B45]                                  Y                         N                      Y                           Y                          Y                            Y                                                       Y                        N                                                         Y                                                                             Y                                                                                                                                         8                   high           A

  Ginkgo Biloba                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

  [@B124]                                 N                         N                      Y                           Y                          Y                            Y                                                       N                        N                                                         Y                                                                             Y                                                                                                                                         7                   high           A

  [@B4]                                   Y                         N                      Y                           Y                          Y                            Y                                                       N                        Y                                                         Y                                                                             Y                                                                                                                                         8                   high           A

  [@B62]                                  Y                         N                      Y                           Y                          Y                            Y                                                       Y                        Y                                                         Y                                                                             Y                                                                                                                                         9                   high           A

  **Tacrine**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

  [@B1]                                   Y                         N                      Y                           Y                          Y                            Y                                                       Y                        N                                                         Y                                                                             Y                                                                                                                                         8                   high           A

  **Metrifonate**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

  [@B65]                                  Y                         N                      Y                           Y                          Y                            Y                                                       N                        Y                                                         Y                                                                             N                                                                                                                                         7                   high           A

  [@B38]                                  Y                         N                      Y                           Y                          Y                            Y                                                       Y                        Y                                                         Y                                                                             Y                                                                                                                                         9                   high           A
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PEDro, PEDro Rating Scale; OCEBM, Levels of Evidence and Grades of Recommendation with Oxford Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine System. \*Although groups differed significantly in terms of apathy severity (p = 0.024), activities of daily living (p = 0.006, p = 0.033) and Clinical Global Impression severity (p = 0.011) at baseline this is considered arising by chance with random allocation.

*Randomized controlled trials*: [@B135] in a 24-week RCT with 208 patients, did not find a significant difference in apathy NPI scores between donepezil-treated and placebo groups. [@B41] conducted a 24-week RCT in 290 patients. A retrospective sub-analysis ([@B48]) of individuals' NPI items from this study ([@B41]) has shown significant differences in NPI scores for apathy, following treatment with donepezil versus placebo. A subsequent sub-analysis ([@B42]) of the same RCT ([@B41]) in 145 patients with severe AD also found a significant improvement in NPI apathy score with donepezil. In the Clinician's Interview-Based Impression of Change with caregiver input (CIBICþ) scale, patient and caregiver input on clinical, mental/cognitive, behavior, and functioning areas was received and rated on a seven-category scale (three categories for worsening, one for no change, and three for improvement) to make a composite change rater estimation. In a study by [@B61], 134 patients were treated openly with donepezil for 12 weeks, then they were randomized (60:40) to either placebo or 10 mg donepezil daily for another 12 weeks. Significant improvement in NPI apathy scores was observed after treatment. In a 24-week multicenter RCT by [@B125], the efficacy of donepezil was assessed in 153 patients. On the AS, the donepezil-treated group tended to score higher versus placebo, but no significant difference was detected, probably because patients had only mild apathy at baseline. [@B26] have conducted a secondary analysis of a three-phase study involving donepezil and sertraline. Factor analysis of the baseline NPI-12 data revealed that a factor that comprised depression, anxiety, and apathy had a 27% reduction from baseline to final assessment (effect size = 0.39) in the 120 patients treated with donepezil. In an RCT by [@B114] in patients with AD, the efficacy of cholinergic precursor choline alphoscerate and cholinesterase inhibitor donepezil versus donepezil alone on symptoms of apathy was investigated. Apathy severity was positively related to frontal assessment battery (FAB) scores (correlation: 0.404, P -.001). In these patients, namely those with normal FAB scores, the difference between the two treatments was statistically significant, while it was not significant in patients having a very low and mild FAB scores. Data were collected retrospectively, sample size was limited, and apathy was measured with NPI and was a secondary outcome of the association between the cholinesterase inhibitor donepezil and the cholinergic precursor choline alphoscerate in AD (ASCOMALVA).

*Open-label studies*: In an open-label retrospective study by [@B88], behavioral improvement was seen in 35 patients, worsening in 24, and no change in 27 of the 86 participants treated with donepezil. Apathy NPI scores significantly improved for responders versus nonresponders. In an 18-month open-label study by [@B85], 80 patients participated. Apathy symptoms (assessed with NPI) reduced or cleared in 93% of patients treated with donepezil. In a 12-month open-label study by [@B145], 25 patients participated. Improvement in apathy symptoms (assessed with The CERAD BRSD) was found after treatment with donepezil. [@B7] conducted a 24-week open-label study assessing the efficacy of donepezil in 10 patients. Apathy/indifference NPI score was reduced after 6-month treatment. In a 6-month open-label study by [@B103], 28 patients participated. Mean apathy NPI score was improved after 6-month treatment. [@B133], in a 12-week open-label study, assessed the efficacy of donepezil in 70 patients. After treatment, 21 patients showed a behavioral response, 42 showed no behavioral change, and 7 worsened. Apathy NPI score significantly improved among the responder group. [@B118] in a multicenter, 6-month, open-label study, investigated the efficacy of donepezil in 101 patients. Apathy was assessed with the TOPS checklist and the NPI and was one of the two symptoms that benefited the most from treatment. Finally, [@B74] in a multicenter, 12-week, open-label study, assessed the efficacy of donepezil in 106 Hispanic patients. The NPI subdomain "apathy/indifference" showed statistically significant improvement. In a retrospective clinical cohort study (Okayama Memantine Study) by [@B83], the clinical effects of combination therapy of donepezil plus memantine (n - 61) or galantamine plus memantine (n - 53) in patients with AD were investigated. The authors concluded that the combination therapy of galantamine plus memantine may be better for cognitive aspects of the older patients with AD, and donepezil plus memantine may be better for apathy in the older patients with AD. In a following retrospective clinical cohort study, Okayama Late Dementia Study, [@B84] examined the effects of monotherapy donepezil (n - 55), galantamine (n - 222), rivastigmine (n - 63), or memantine (n - 33) in older patients with AD. Apathy scale scores were well preserved until 12 months for all four drugs.

Galantamine {#s3_2}
-----------

Six studies (four RCTs and two open-label studies) were found to assess the efficacy of galantamine, an AChEI and nicotine modulator, in the treatment of apathy in AD. Apathy was assessed in five studies with NPI and in one with an 11-item behavior assessment scale. All studies except one demonstrated at least some clinical benefit in apathy scores after treatment.

*Randomized controlled trials*: Four RCTs were found to assess the efficacy of galantamine in the treatment of apathy in AD. [@B136] conducted a 5-month RCT to assess the efficacy of galantamine in 978 patients. Unlike the placebo group, the galantamine-treated groups did not show deterioration in behavioral symptoms, as indicated by NPI scores. [@B117] conducted a 3-month, multicenter RCT in 386 patients. Behavioral symptoms as assessed by NPI did not change significantly neither in placebo nor in the galantamine-treated group. Moreover, significantly higher adverse events, such as nausea 13%, vomiting 6%, dizziness 5%, and anorexia 4%, occurred in the treatment group. In a multicenter 6-month RCT conducted by [@B40], the efficacy of galantamine was assessed in 457 patients. NPI apathy scores improved significantly from baseline in the galantamine-treated group versus placebo. [@B27] investigated the efficacy of galantamine with a 21-week, multicenter RCT in 978 patients. An observed case analysis of patients without specific behavioral symptoms at baseline revealed significantly less emergence of apathy in galantamine treated patients.

*Open-label studies*: [@B90] conducted a 3-month, open-label, multicenter study in Switzerland in which the effect of galantamine was assessed in 124 patients. A 27% reduction in NPI apathy score was observed after treatment. [@B15] found that 6 months of galantamine treatment stabilized or improved apathy scores in many of the 345 participants.

Memantine {#s3_3}
---------

Six studies (four RCTs, one open-label study, and one post marketing surveillance study) were found to assess the efficacy of memantine, an N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor antagonist, in the treatment of apathy in AD. Apathy was assessed in three studies with NPI, one with Sandoz Clinical Assessment--Geriatric (SCAG) scale, one with the Nurses' Observation Scale for Inpatient Evaluation (NOSIE), and the last with Behavioral Rating Scale for geriatric patients (BGP) scale. One study had negative results, while the others demonstrated at least some benefit in apathy scores.

*Randomized controlled trials*: [@B104] conducted a 4-week RCT to assess the efficacy of memantine in 60 patients. After treatment, improvement in apathy scores (as evaluated by SCAG and NOSIE scales) was observed. [@B147] investigated the efficacy of memantine in 151 patients. Memantine-treated patients showed significant improvement in the hobbies/interest BGP subscale. [@B28], in an exploratory analysis of a 24-week RCT, compared memantine treatment with placebo in 404 patients on stable donepezil treatment. Analyses of the 12 NPI domains revealed significant effects in favor of memantine on agitation/aggression, eating/appetite, and irritability but not on apathy. In a recent RCT by [@B150], 80 patients with moderate AD randomly received memantine plus either citalopram (n = 40, study group) or placebo (n = 40, control group) in a 12week period. Apathy received NPI lower scores in participants who received memantine combined with citalopram vs. those before treatment.

*Open-label studies*: [@B122] conducted a 16-week open label study to assess the efficacy of memantine in 53 patients. Improvement in the NPI apathy score (-11.3%) was observed after treatment. Postmarketing surveillance study: [@B24] in a postmarketing surveillance study of 399 memantine-treated patients, free of cholinergic medications, found that 49 patients showed improvement in the apathy scores.

Tacrine {#s3_4}
-------

Three studies (one RCT and two open-label studies) were identified that assess the efficacy of tacrine in reducing apathy in patients with AD. Apathy was assessed in two studies with NPI and in one with the NOSIE and the BGP scale. One study had negative results, while the others demonstrated at least some benefit in the apathy scores. Tacrine is not in use due to its serious adverse effect profile (hepatotoxicity).

*Randomized controlled trials*: In an RCT conducted by [@B1], the efficacy of tacrine (75--150 mg/day) versus placebo was investigated in 15 patients over 9 weeks. No difference in "interest" on NOSIE scale was observed after treatment with tacrine.

*Open-label studies*: In two open-label trials ([@B66]; [@B67]), the efficacy of tacrine was assessed in 28 and 40 patients, respectively. In the first one ([@B66]), the improvement in NPI apathy score did not reach significance, while in the second one, apathy was significantly reduced ([@B67]).

Metrifonate {#s3_5}
-----------

*Randomized controlled trials*: Two RCTs were found to assess the efficacy of metrifonate in the treatment of apathy in AD. Apathy was assessed in both studies with NPI. Both studies demonstrated benefit in apathy scores after metrifonate use. Metrifonate is not in use due to its serious adverse effect profile (respiratory paralysis and problems with neuromuscular transmission). In the 26-week RCT by [@B65], 393 patients participated. Statistically significant mean change difference was found in the NPI apathy score after treatment with metrifonate. In an RCT conducted by [@B38], 605 patients participated. Significant improvement in apathy was observed after treatment with metrifonate.

Rivastigmine {#s3_6}
------------

*Open-label studies*: Eight open-label studies were identified to assess the efficacy of rivastigmine in the treatment of apathy in AD. Apathy was assessed in five studies with NPI and in three studies with the abbreviated Clinician's Global Impression of Change (CGIc). All the studies demonstrated at least some benefit in apathy scores after treatment with rivastigmine. In a 6-month open-label study by [@B33], 696 patients participated. Significant improvement was observed in the NPI apathy score after 12 weeks of treatment with rivastigmine but not after 6 months. [@B57] conducted a prospective, multicenter, 52-week open-label study in 173 patients. The higher the daily dose of rivastigmine, the less likely were the patients to experience apathy. In a 12-week open-label study by [@B16] \[first part of [@B29]\], 173 patients participated. Improvements were noted in the mean NPI apathy score after treatment with rivastigmine. [@B29] conducted a prospective, 26-week, open-label study assessing the effects of rivastigmine (3--12 mg/day) in 173 nursing home residents. Significant improvement in NPI apathy scores was observed. In a prospective, multicenter 26-week open-label study ([@B3]; [@B39]), extension to the 26-week study by [@B29], 72 patients participated. A 39.3% reduction in apathy symptoms from baseline was found (P = 0.008). [@B49] conducted an observational open-label study in 2,633 patients. The effect of rivastigmine in apathy (assessed with CGIc) was reported to be clinically significant. In a study, [@B50], in 2,119 patients, found that 62.6% of rivastigmine-treated patients experienced improvements in apathy. Finally, [@B51] in an open-label, multicenter study assessed the efficacy of rivastigmine in 3,800 patients. The proportions of patients improving versus deteriorating at month 6 were 42.8% versus 7.2% for apathy.

Ginkgo Biloba {#s3_7}
-------------

*Randomized controlled trials*: Three studies (three RCTs) were found to assess the efficacy of ginkgo biloba in the treatment of apathy in AD. [@B124], [@B4], and [@B62] found significant improvement in NPI apathy scores after treatment with ginkgo biloba in 400, 404, and 410 patients, respectively.

Methylphenidate {#s3_8}
---------------

Apathy seems to be related to some degree of dopaminergic neuronal loss; enhancing of dopaminergic transmission with methylphenidate may partially reverse the effects of apathy ([@B47]; [@B58]; [@B101]; [@B119]; [@B69]; [@B102]).

Five studies (three RCTs and two open-label studies) were found assessing the efficacy of methylphenidate in the treatment of apathy in AD. Apathy was measured in two studies with Apathy Evaluation Scale (AES), in one study with AES and NPI, in one study with the NOSIE, and in one study with the Scale for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms (SANS). All the studies demonstrated at least some benefit in apathy scores after treatment with methylphenidate; adverse events (delusions, irritability, etc.) were reported in some patients.

*Randomized controlled trials*: [@B58] in a 5-week crossover RCT, found that 13 apathetic patients demonstrated greater improvement after treatment with methylphenidate (P = 0.047). Two patients experienced serious adverse events (delusions, irritability, etc.), which resolved upon drug discontinuation. [@B119] in a 6-week RCT, assessed the efficacy of methylphenidate 20 mg/day in 60 apathetic patients and found that NPI apathy score improvement was significantly greater on methylphenidate versus placebo (P = 0.02); only 17 of completers had improved apathy scores ([@B69]). [@B102] in a12-week, RCT assessed the efficacy of methylphenidate in 60 community-dwelling veterans with mild AD; they found that AES-C apathy score improvement was significantly greater on methylphenidate versus placebo (P \< 0.001).

*Open-label studies*: [@B47] conducted a pilot study in order to assess the efficacy of methylphenidate (5--20 mg/day) on negative symptoms in 27 patients. Significant improvement was observed in SANS from baseline. Two patients dropped out due to emergence of agitation and psychosis. [@B101] in a 12-week study with 23 patients, observed significant improvement in AES apathy scores after treatment with methylphenidate.

Modafinil {#s3_9}
---------

[@B45] conducted an 8-week RCT in 23 patients being on a stable dose of an AChEI to estimate the efficacy of modafinil. Modafinil treatment did not result in significant additional reductions in the Frontal Systems Behavior Scale apathy scores. However, reductions in perceived apathetic symptomatology were correlated with reductions in reported caregiver burden.

Deanol {#s3_10}
------

One open-label study assessed the effect of deanol ([@B43]), a choline precursor, to treat apathy in 14 patients. The total score on the SCAG scale was lowered by the third week (P \< 0.01), as a result of reduced depression, irritability, anxiety, and increased motivation initiative.

Antidepressants {#s3_11}
---------------

Although often prescribed ([@B12]), antidepressants do not significantly improve apathy in people with AD ([@B134]; [@B97]; [@B46]; [@B109]; [@B76]; [@B128]; [@B111]) with the exception of a recent RCT in which memantine and citalopram were combined ([@B150]). In a RCT by [@B128] in which citalopram was prescribed for irritability, a large decrease in irritability of non-depressed patients was followed with a non-significant decrease in apathy. It is of interest that an increase in apathy was reported with the use of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) in depressed elderly patients ([@B148]). However, findings were not specific for patients with AD.

Atypical Antipsychotics {#s3_12}
-----------------------

Atypical antipsychotics have shown favorable therapeutic response in apathetic patients with AD ([@B98]; [@B94]; [@B35]; [@B99]). However, extensive use of antipsychotics in dementia is not recommended since it is associated with serious adverse effects ([@B44]).

Conventional Antipsychotics {#s3_13}
---------------------------

There are no studies using conventional antipsychotics to treat apathy specifically for patients with AD; these are mainly older studies in patients with various forms of dementia ([@B9]; [@B14]; [@B68]; [@B17]; [@B54]; [@B8]; [@B107]; [@B75]; [@B109]). Furthermore, conventional antipsychotics seem to carry greater risks for patients with AD in terms of extrapyramidal symptoms (EPS), cardiac arrhythmias, and overall mortality ([@B141]; [@B142]).

Other Psychotropic Compounds {#s3_14}
----------------------------

In two studies, a calcium antagonist nimodepine ([@B6]; [@B105]) was used to treat apathy; these studies included patients with cognitive impairment and various forms of dementia. In one study, pentofylline ([@B10]) was used to treat apathy in patients with multi-infarct dementia. For what concerns the use of anticonvulsants, two small studies, one RCT involving valproate in patients with senile dementia ([@B129]) and one open study involving gabapentin in patients with probable AD ([@B91]), yielded negative results.

Evidence From *Post Hoc*, and Pooled Data Analyses {#s3_15}
--------------------------------------------------

### Metrifonate {#s3_15_1}

[@B30] did a retrospective analysis on 672 patients, in which NPI data from two 26-week lasting RCTs ([@B92]; [@B113]) were pooled together ([**Table 4**](#T4){ref-type="table"}). At 26 weeks, metrifonate-treated patients had significantly reduced apathy score versus placebo.

###### 

Meta-analyses, *post hoc* and pooled data analyses of agents reporting on apathy outcomes.

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Study                               N                                                                              Treatment                                              Duration considered (weeks)                                                       Scale                                                                       Variable   Results/Effect size
  ----------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  [@B144]                             490 (2 RCTs)                                                                   ***Donepezil***                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

  [@B41]                              24                                                                             12-item NPI                                            First emergence of an apathy composite score (frequency x severity) ≥ 3.          Significant difference favoring donepezil (*p* = 0.01. Odds Ratio: 1.7)     Positive   \- Female were significantly more in the donepezil group (*p*= 0.01)\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     - Mild-to-moderate disease stage

  [@B146]                             24                                                                             10-item NPI                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

  [@B59]                              2.033 (3 RCTs)                                                                 ***Galantamine***                                                                                                                                                                                                               

  [@B117]                             12                                                                             NPI                                                    A ≥30% change in apathy individual score considered as clinically relevant        -0.03^a^                                                                    Negative   p = 0.28

  [@B136]                             20                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  Data on file (Janssen-Ortho Inc.)   24                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  [@B52]                              2.311 (6 RCTs)                                                                 ***Memantine***                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

  [@B106]                             24                                                                             12-item NPI\                                           \- Symptom improvement: lower apathy score than in baseline.\                                                                                                 Negative   Mild to severe disease stages
                                                                                                                                                                            - Symptom emergence: appearance of new apathy symptom while absent at baseline.                                                                                          

  [@B110]                             24\. Patients were on stable dose of donepezil, rivastigmine, or galantamine                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

  [@B5]                               24                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  [@B149]                             24                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  [@B137]                             24\. Patients were on stable dose of donepezil                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

  [@B115]                             28                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  [@B30]                              672 (2 RCTs)                                                                   ***Metrifonate***                                                                                                                                                                                                               

  [@B92]                              26                                                                             NPI                                                    \>30% reduction in the total NPI score                                            15% treatment benefit (*P* = 0.02)                                          Positive   \- MMSE: 10-26

  [@B113]                             26                                                                             \- NPI was secondary outcome measure in both studies                                                                                                                                                                            

  [@B121]                             6384 (21 RCTs -- four included for meta-analysis)                              ***Methylphenidate***                                                                                                                                                                                                           

  [@B58]                              5                                                                              AES                                                    Difference in the change in AES means (SD) scores from baseline to week 5         -2.31 (5.11), Wilcoxon Z = -2.00, *P* = 0.045                               Positive   \- Significant difference revealed for AES apathy but not for NPI-apathy\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     - Apathy improvement with methylphenidate can be predicted on the basis of attentional response (i.e., increased inattention) to D-amph challenge\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     - Tolerability concerns

  [@B119]                             6                                                                              AES                                                    Difference in the change in AES scores from baseline to week 6                    −2.5 95%CI(−6.5, 1.6) *P* = 0.23                                            Negative   \- Adequately powered study

  [@B102]                             12                                                                             AES-C                                                  Score on the AES-C                                                                -9.9, 95%CI(-13.6, -6.2)\                                                   Positive   \- Higher apathy scores in the methylphenidate group at baseline
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              p \< 0.001                                                                             

  ***Modafinil***                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

  [@B45]                              8                                                                              FrSBe                                                  Post-treatment score on the FrSBe                                                 *F*~1,20~ = 2.160, *P* = 0.157, η^2^ = 0.097                                Negative   A placebo effect is hypothesized for significant decreases observed in both groups

  [@B126]                             4864 (15 RCTs - eleven included for meta-analysis)                             ***Donepezil***                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

  [@B48]                              24                                                                             NPI-apathy                                             Least squares means change from baseline score (±SE)                              -2.58±0.69 (p \< 0.0001 vs. placebo)                                        Positive   No significant differences in symptom emergence between groups

  [@B135]                             24                                                                             NPI-NH                                                 Drug-placebo differences in least squares means change from baseline scores                                                                                   Negative   Primary outcome was the NPI total score

  [@B125]                             24                                                                             Shortened version of AES                               Least squares means change\                                                                                                                                   Negative   Apathy was secondary outcome
                                                                                                                                                                            from baseline scores                                                                                                                                                     

  ***Galantamine***                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

  [@B59]                              12, 20, 24                                                                     NPI                                                    Mean changes in scores from baseline                                              -0.03^a^                                                                    Negative   \- Post hoc analysis on pooled data from 3 multicenter, double blind RCTs (N = 2.033) differing in durations, doses, formulations of galantamine, and the dosing/titration schedules used.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     - Apathy was secondary outcome

  ***Memantine***                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

  [@B28]                              24                                                                             NPI                                                    Least-squares means change from baseline on total NPI                                                                                                         Negative   \- Apathy was secondary outcome

  [@B52]                              See above                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

  [@B60]                              24                                                                             NPI                                                    Change from baseline in NPI total scores                                          Baseline-to-week-24 difference in means 1.23, 95%CI(−1.75, 4.21) P = 0.42   Negative   \- Efficacy based on observed\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     cases analysis\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     - NPI total score was primary outcome and Apathy item score secondary

  [@B2]                               24                                                                             NPI                                                    Least squares means change from baseline score (±SE)                              Significant difference observed between the groups (*p* \< 0.01)            Positive   \- Small Sample\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     - Multiple testing corrected results\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     - A relationship between NIRS measured hemodynamic group changes and apathy was not reported

  ***Modafinil***                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

  [@B45]                              See above                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

  ***Methylphenidate***                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

  [@B58]                              See above                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

  [@B119]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Expressed as the Cohen's Δ (mean change on apathy score divided by the pooled within-group standard deviation).

NPI, neuropsychiatric inventory; AES-C, Apathy Evaluation Scale -- Clinician input; FrSBe, Frontal Systems Behavior Scale, AES, Apathy Evaluation scale; IFG, Inferior Frontal Gyrus; NIRS, Near Infrared Spectroscopy.

### Donepezil {#s3_15_2}

In a study by [@B144]([**Table 4**](#T4){ref-type="table"}), two RCTs (N = 490) were included ([@B41]; [@B146]). The authors proposed that donepezil may delay the onset of apathy in mild to moderate AD. However, both studies, although sharing design similarities, have used different effectiveness tools that do not specifically assess the clinical syndrome of apathy.

### Galantamine {#s3_15_3}

[@B59] ([**Table 4**](#T4){ref-type="table"}) conducted a meta-analysis of three RCTs \[[@B136]; [@B117]; Data on file (Janssen-Ortho Inc)\] in which the efficacy of galantamine was assessed in 2,033 patients. Patients treated with galantamine experienced a reduction in mean NPI apathy score from baseline; however, there was no significant difference between galantamine treated and placebo groups.

### Memantine {#s3_15_4}

[@B53] analyzed the data of two RCTs ([@B115]; [@B28]) examining the efficacy of memantine in 656 patients. There was a trend for improvement in NPI apathy scores after treatment. [@B52] ([**Table 4**](#T4){ref-type="table"}) conducted a pooled data analysis of six (24/28-week) RCTs including 2,311 patients ([@B115]; [@B137]; [@B106]; [@B149]; [@B5]; [@B110]). Apathy score did not differ significantly between memantine-treated and placebo groups.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Principal Findings {#s4_1}
------------------

We attempted to systematically review apathy treatments in AD across pharmacological treatment modalities including combined treatments. In many studies, apathy was not considered as the primary outcome measure ([**Table 2**](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Considering the amount of evidence, AChEIs may be the best available treatment choice for the pharmacological treatment of apathy. Reduced cholinergic tone has been argued for the presentation of apathy ([@B89]), and thus, AChEIs might prove helpful in this domain ([@B143]; [@B31]). Gingko biloba was also found to be effective ([@B124]; [@B4]; [@B62]). There was weaker evidence of efficacy for memantine; however, there are reports that memantine might be more effective in agitation and irritability ([@B31]). Stimulants like methylphenidate alone or in combination with AChEIs have also been proven beneficial, and there is room for improvement in this category. Research groups might test hypotheses based on results from existing high-quality trials ([@B58]; [@B119]; [@B69]). Atypical antipsychotics, on the other hand, cannot be used for long periods of time ([@B44]), while antidepressants (e.g., SSRIs, chlorophenylpiperazine, L-deprenyl) ([@B134]; [@B97]; [@B46]; [@B109]; [@B76]; [@B128]; [@B111]), with the exception of one study ([@B150]), failed to improve patients' apathy significantly.

Strengths and Weaknesses {#s4_2}
------------------------

### Appraisal of Methodological Quality of the Review {#s4_2_1}

We reviewed a large body of evidence using flexible criteria to capture a more pragmatic picture on pharmacological treatment of apathy in AD. Although a certain amount of studies showed at least some benefit of various pharmacological interventions for apathetic symptoms, most of them reviewed were not designed to target apathy. In fact, the consistency of the widely used NPI-apathy item with more specific apathy scales, like AES, was reported to be problematic ([@B119]). This, along with inconsistently reporting effect sizes and their parameters and the variety of psychometric tools used to assess apathy (sometimes involving scales not validated), would make a meta-analysis incomplete and/or misleading. Therefore, we evaluated the quality of the reported evidence using two published semiquantitative methods.

### Several Limitations Apply to This Review {#s4_2_2}

Any conclusions drawn rely on the quality of the included studies, while an unknown number of studies that involve combined treatments might have been excluded by the review design of older reviews. The studies included in this review were methodologically heterogeneous and conducted mainly with AChEIs, while those conducted with cognitive enhancers incorporated smaller sample sizes. Furthermore, age and gender may potentially have influenced the pharmacological effects ([@B84]). While not so prone to publication bias, as apathy was the secondary outcome in more cases, selective reporting cannot be excluded.

Relation to Other Reviews {#s4_3}
-------------------------

There are only few reviews that specifically have focused on apathy outcomes in dementia and AD following the use of pharmacological interventions ([@B31]; [@B37]; [@B13]; [@B140]). In their review, [@B37] proposed that cholinesterase inhibitors and methylphenidate may be the best candidates for further study in the treatment of apathy in dementia. It is of interest that in a recent review by [@B127], the use of galantamine and risperidone was found to produce mild reductions of apathetic behaviors in patients with prodromal dementia.

The fact that in few studies apathy was the primary outcome measure led [@B121] to define two objectives in their recent Cochrane systematic review on pharmacological interventions for apathy in AD, or mixed AD populations ([**Table 2**](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Objective 1 was the efficacy and safety, based on studies where clinically significant apathy (mean baseline NPI-apathy sub-score \> 3) was the primary outcome, and Objective 2 was the effect of pharmacotherapies for other primary outcomes and apathy was a secondary outcome. Four studies in mild-to-moderate AD, three on 20 mg methylphenidate ([@B58]; [@B119]; [@B102]) and one on modafinil ([@B45]), were employed for Objective 1. Based on AES score in three studies, methylphenidate was found to improve apathy compared to placebo \[mean difference (MD) = -4.99, 95%CI (-9.55, -0.43), P = 0.03, n = 145, 3 studies; heterogeneity: *I^2^* = 83%)\]. A subgroup analysis by treatment duration (cutoff, 12 weeks) revealed significant differences between subgroups (greater apathy changes in administration longer than 12 weeks). However, the level of evidence in studies that have used the AES was rated as low (i.e., there is limited confidence for the closeness of the estimated effect to the true, and thus the true effect may be substantially different from the estimated effect). Contributing factors, as suggested by the authors, were imprecision due to a wide 95% CI and the inconsistency, due to heterogeneity, in the effects on apathy in the three methylphenidate studies. Based on NPI-apathy score in two studies, methylphenidate appeared not to have a significant effect on apathy \[MD = -0.08, 95%CI (-3.85, 3.69), P = 0.97, n = 85, 2 studies; heterogeneity: *I^2^* = 84%\]. This inconsistency was attributed by the authors to the type of scales and the smaller total number of participants included in the analysis with NPI. There were no significant differences in adverse events between subgroups \[Chi^2^(1) = 0.03, P = 0.85; heterogeneity: *I^2^* = 0%\]. Again, the low quality rated evidence substantially affects the certainty in these results. For Objective 2, six studies with AChEIs in AD patients and clinically nonsignificant apathy were included. AChEIs may slightly improve apathy compared to placebo, and this effect is not influenced by disease severity. On the other hand, discontinuation of AChEIs (1 study) revealed no significant improvement, antipsychotics (two studies) worsened apathy, discontinuation of antipsychotics (one study) revealed a slightly significant improvement, while there was uncertainty for what concerns antidepressants (two studies) due to very low evidence quality.

In a previous systematic review followed by meta-analysis ([@B126]) ([**Table 2**](#T2){ref-type="table"}), 15 RCTs were included of which 11 entered the meta-analysis. Studies on three drug classes were analyzed as passed the three-study-inclusion cutoff, namely, four on AChEIs (three on donepezil and one on galantamine), four on memantine, and three on stimulants (two on methylphenidate and one on modafinil). In 9 of 11 studies, the NPI-apathy item was used to measure apathy, while AES (in a donepezil study) and Frontal Systems Behavior Scale (FrSBe) (in the modafinil study) were also used. No significant treatment effect was estimated for the cognitive enhancers \[Hedges'g = -0.055, 95%CI (-0.322, 0.213), P = 0.687; heterogeneity: Q-value = 17.378, P = 0.001, I2 = 82.737\], and small and nonsignificant effects were estimated for memantine \[Hedges' g = 0.092, 95%CI (-0.134, 0.318), P = 0.423; heterogeneity: Q-value = 11.425, P = 0.010, *I^2^* = 73.742\] and the stimulants \[Hedges' g = -0.063, 95%CI (-1.067, 0.941), P = 0.903; heterogeneity: Q-value = 12.486; P = 0.002; *I^2^* = 83.982\]. Besides the drugs' ineffectiveness, the lack of a significant drug effect was attributed, by the authors, to the variable disease state in the studies, the small sample size in the psychostimulant studies, the heterogeneity in the study design, as well as the review methodology (means aggregate was calculated from a small number of studies in each drug class, which does not allow to control for the above factors, while various studies had been excluded by the review design).

In the review by [@B55] on pharmacological trials targeting apathy in various dementia types, 24 studies (10 in AD, 6 in FTLD, 4 in dementia or probable dementia and MCI, 1 in PDD, 1 in LBD, and 2 in unspecified dementia) were included. Studies from the last 3 years were included for review, and the authors conclude that the evidence is not convincing. However, benefits from AChEIs and memantine seen in earlier studies did not appear in more recent studies. A model of therapies is proposed that act in a synergistic manner, as well as stepped approaches starting from psychosocial interventions. In the review by [@B121], methylphenidate was found to demonstrate a benefit for apathy and slightly improve cognition and functional performance in people with AD.

Implications {#s4_4}
------------

### Strengths and Weaknesses of the Evidence Included in the Review {#s4_4_1}

A wide range of agents are included in this review. It appears that combined treatments ([@B19]; [@B95]; [@B150]) might be of greater benefit compared with monotherapies, and future studies should address this research topic more rigorously. Variable sensitivity of apathy scales may confound results and their interpretation.

### Direction and Magnitude of Effects Observed in the Included Studies {#s4_4_2}

Although a number of compounds proved beneficial, effect sizes were small. When symptoms resist and interfere with significant life domains, AChEIs and methylphenidate seem to be the first pharmacological choice, followed by gingko biloba. Only effect sizes provided from previous meta-analyses are reported.

Practical Implications for Clinicians and Policy Makers. {#s4_5}
--------------------------------------------------------

### Implications for Practice {#s4_5_1}

Poorer results in treating apathy in AD, from the concomitant use of psychoactive medication, may be indicative of greater disease severity. Furthermore, ethical constraints apply when testing drugs for apathy in AD (e.g., the concomitant use of AChEIs). Last but not least, drugs may be acting differently depending on doses, age, type, and stage of neurodegeneration and probably the different apathy syndromes.

### Implications for Research {#s4_5_2}

Apathy is understudied and a work in progress as social interaction was incorporated in the recently updated diagnostic criteria for apathy ([@B116]). Indeed, psycho-social factors are well recognized and described in motivation research and goal-directed behavior (e.g., [@B34]). Studies should set up their design so that they facilitate symptom expression and engagement (individualized treatments, environmental and cultural considerations, preferences, psycho-education, etc.). Currently, the lack of standard and widely accepted tools concerning apathy differentially adds to studies' heterogeneity and influences outcomes and their appraisal. It is worth mentioning that in a systematic review by [@B112], among the highest quality apathy scales in AD were the DAIR and the AES--Clinical version, while in a review by [@B22], the most psychometrically robust measures for assessing apathy across any disease population appeared to be the AES and the apathy subscale of the NPI; while for patients with AD, the DAIR was found to be the most reliable and valid apathy measure. Moreover, the Lille Apathy Rating Scale (LARS, [@B130]) has been shown to assess emotional, cognitive, and behavioral aspects of apathy independently of depression, with high concurrent validity in relation to AES global scores and with reference to expert clinician categorization of syndrome severity.

Due to heterogeneity of the sample populations and the syndromic nature of apathy, its symptoms rather form clusters within different NPI symptoms, which are consistent across studies defining potential subsyndromes ([@B18]). In this context, recommendations on the design of clinical trials on apathy have recently been published ([@B32]). Problematic allocation concealment and non-double-blind design may positively bias an effect by 41% and 17%, respectively ([@B123]). Endorsement of CONsolidated Standards of Reporting Trials statement could substantially confer to completeness of the trials while quantification strategies in general are of great need. Clinical trials implementing combination strategies are of particular interest. Furthermore, different incident neuropsychiatric symptom profiles in relation to different vascular pathology (small vs. large vessel cerebrovascular disease) can inform and guide relevant studies ([@B131]). It would also be interesting to investigate health outcomes and further individual implications by treatments administered for longer periods against the cost.

Conclusion {#s5}
==========

We argue for informed treatments that are frequently combinations of therapeutic interventions administered in well-characterized patient groups based on rigorously designed RCTs with intervention outcomes assessed in long terms. It is, thus, fundamental to determine quantified markers and models of apathy (behavioral, social, imaging, computational, etc.) ([@B138]) after developing, validating, and standardizing diagnostics, interventions, and measures to effectively target apathy, while reconciling existing paradigms of specific apathy models and clinical research ([@B21]; [@B20]). [@B63], [@B64], for example, proposed that the "Describe, Investigate, Create, Evaluate'' approach may enable clinicians to choose optimal treatment plans for the management of neuropsychiatric symptoms by considering conjointly the role of specific nonpharmacological, medical, and pharmacological treatment ([@B70]; [@B140]; [@B139]). Concerning the measures for apathy, validation of the tools by the different apathy components may be of particular interest ([@B96]). Incorporation of the "social interaction" term in the recent revision of diagnostic criteria for apathy ([@B116]) may aid developing more complete models and more effective treatments for apathy. Moreover, lifestyle modifications and context interventions, including exercise, leisure activities, cognitive stimulation, and social activities, might be effective for the prevention of apathy and MCI progression ([@B120]). All the above along with the accumulated neurobiological evidence (e.g., neuroimaging) and the emerging models (e.g., behavioral, computational) for apathy will help to identify target populations most likely responding to specific treatments.
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